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ERYTHROID-3 -- AGENTS AND INFORMANTS
(Pseudonym or Code)

ACTIVE

1. X-1
2. X-2, aka 'Unid1 CRUZ'
3. X-3
4. 'Rafael LOPEZ'
5. 'Armando RODRIGUEZ'
6. 'Francisco SENDOZA'
7. 'Disperion #3'
8. 'Pilema GARCIA'
9. 'Fidel RUIZ'
10. 'Jose CASTRO'
11. 'Cornelia ZAPATA'
12. 'Carlos CASTILLO'
13. 'RUIZ'
14. 'Carlos MONTENEGRO'
15. 'Jorge BLANCO'
16. 'Jose Maria'
17. 'MARUJA'

INACTIVE ('Dropped' or 'Burnt!')

1. 'Jose FRASCO'
2. 'Jose GUGARTE'
3. 'Disperion #1'
4. 'Disperion #2'
5. 'Jose REYES'
6. (unknown)
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